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"The Breidner Linguistic Method uses the language in which you are fluent to learn a new language.

A downloadable audio voice while reading the material in this book will greatly enhance the

imprinting of Hebrew. No memorizing! No studying! No pronunciation marks! Your thought process

will automatically replace the English letters with the corresponding Hebrew letters. The audio voice

available on our website makes reading effortless as Hebrew letters replace English letters with the

same sound. You will read English words using Hebrew letters in a sentence that you already

understand. Then,Hebrew words will replace English words as you advance towards literacy in the

Hebrew language."
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(1)  was very helpful and efficient by replacing the first copy of this book they sent, half of which was

unreadable because of very faint printing!So,100% to , 0% to the publisher.(2) The

publisherÃ¢Â€Â™s website has a set of audio files which should be either: listened to on the

website, or downloaded and listened too offline.This helps when reading the book where each

Psalm has an associated audio file, but:I cannot understand the naming logic,e.g. to find Psalm 41 I

need to search for Ã¢Â€ÂœAudio File #2, 1 Audio Track I MP3Ã¢Â€Â•So,100% for an excellent idea,

0% for poor implementation.Sorry,Bob Knight,Modi'in, Israel.

I have read most of the Psalms, in English, parts of it in French, and German. This time I began



reading from page one and have continued reading, one page at a time. By the time I read through

one quarter of the book I could, suddenly, read a Hebrew word, effortlessly. The book is so exciting

that I keep it handy, on a chair or on my desk, or on the dinning table, so I can pick it up and

continue reading, most of the time out loud. I'm thinking about buying a couple more copies to give

to my sons.

I was happy with the actual book; however, when I tried to download the audio files as it indicates

on the website, it did not work, and I cannot get the audio downloads at all. I tried 2 different media

players, and even called the company back to talk to someone there in support, but to no avail.

Apparently the audio download does not always work, and they don't know how to fix it. I really

would like to have the audio files as well to supplement the reading each time I do it, and haven't

been successful with this thus far.

Not sure if you can learn Hebrew? This is a great book to get started on Hebrew especially if

teamed up with the Biblical Hebrew Laminate Leaflet. Anything is possible and I don't believe there

is a better way to start if you're unsure.

wow this really works , I am loving this new method of learning hebrew .I confess I am a luddite in

learning anything and this book has changed my mind set I have started it already and i am

enjoying it immensely

it did not come with the cd for pronuncation, it is useless without it to help me. your web site wrote

that it was to be downloaded from there but no instructions on how or where, that can be done,

please e mail me how to do this and where on your site that can be dowloaded from,. thanks anee

johnston loyal customer always!

Easy to follow makes learning to read the Hebrew portions easy. I just wish it would also give

pronunciation of the actual Hebraic words too. All in all very good for the price.

This is a great concept, and the bits I can read are great, but the printing looks like it was done on a

laser printer that was almost out of toner. After page 291, the pages are fine and can be read, but

before that, most of the pages are at best a hard strain to read, and in a couple of cases, totally

unreadable.  is replacing it for me; if this turns out to be a fluke and the replacement is fine, I will



amend this review.
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